
 

 

 

 

 

ORIENTATION PACK 
Welcome to the course! This document outlines everything you need to know before you dive in. If 

you have any questions, contact us at snzcommunications@adventist.org.nz.  
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COURSE OUTLINE 
 

The following outlines the GENERAL DIRECTION and TOPICS to be covered. 
This may alter as the course proceeds. 

 
PRESENTATION 

NUMBER 
TOPIC 

1. The “Revelation” of Jesus Christ – Its FOCUS 
2. “Revelation” as Drama 
3. Structure of the Book of Revelation 

THE SANCTUARY VISIONS OF REVELATION 
4. O.T. Sanctuary and its Services  
5. The Camp of Israel in the Wilderness 
6. Sanctuary Services in Revelation I: Revelation 1:12-20; ch.4-5 
7. Sanctuary Services in Revelation II: Revelation 8:1a-5; ch.15; 19:1-10 
8.  

MATTHEW 24 AND REVELATION 
9. Matthew 24 – The Lord’s Little Revelation 

10. The First Four Seals interpreted 
11. Relationship of the seals to Matthew 24. 
12. Mirror imaging in Revelation 
13. The 144,000  
14. Themes of Matthew 24:9-28 and The Trumpet Section of Revelation 
15. Relationship of the Seals, Trumpets, Bowls and Seven Last Visions. 

REVELATION 12-14 
16. Revelation 12:1-6, 14 
17. Revelation 12: 14-17 
18. Revelation 12: 7-13; Revelation 12 outlined. 
19. Revelation 13 outlined, connection to Revelation 12 

Two schemes of Eschatology in Scripture & Significance of Revelation 
“allusions to the Old Testament” 

20. Daniel 7 
21. The Sea Beast of Revelation 13:1-10 identified and activities outlined 
22. The Land Beast of Revelation 13:11-18 identified 
23. The activities of the Land Beast of Revelation 13:11-18 examined 
24. Revelation 14 outlined and related to Revelation 13 
25.  Focus of the final conflict and Mark of Beast vs. Seal of God. 

THE BOWL SECTION Ch.15-18 
26. The bowl section of Revelation outlined 
27. Relationship of the Bowl Section to the Three Angels’ Messages 
28. Revelation 17 outlined, its focus; the Woman identified. 
29. The 7 heads of the beast identified 
30. The beast and ten horns identified 
31. Revelation 17 reviewed and relationship to Revelation 16 
32. The 6th Plague – Drying up of the Euphrates 
33. The Drying up of the Euphrates in Great Controversy 
34. Relationship of Revelation 16:13-16 to the 6th Bowl (Rev. 16:12) 
35. The Nature of the Battle of Armageddon 
36. The Battle of Armageddon in Revelation 
37. Revelation  18 outlined 

Revelation 18:1-5: latter rain and loud cry 
THE FINAL VISIONS Ch.19-22:5 

38. Structure of Revelation 19-22:5 
39. The Sanctuary Vision (19:1 – 10) 
40. The First and Second of the Last Seven Visions. (19:11-21) 
41.  The Third of the Seven Last Visions – The Thousand Years (20:1-10) 
42. The Fourth and Fifth of the Seven Last Visions (20:11 – 21:8) 
43. The Sixth and Seventh of the Seven Last Visions (21:9 – 22:5) 
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RECOMMENDED STUDY TOOLS 
• Bible – preferably NKJV, ESV, or NIV 
• 2 ring binder A4  
• Note paper that will fit in the binder  
• Coloured pens for marking – 3 or 4 colours  
• Highlighters  
• Ruler  

 
 

COURSE MATERIALS 
The handouts for the lessons will be made available at this link – www.adventist.org.nz/ourfuture/ 

Please download and print the appropriate notes before beginning a video. 

 

 

ACCESSING THE VIDEOS 
The course videos will be posted at 3pm NZST each Sabbath afternoon on the following platforms, starting 
with the first session on 4th July 2020. If you are not able to watch the videos play live at 3pm, you will still be 
able to watch them at any time after they are posted.  

 

IF YOU HAVE A FACEBOOK ACCOUNT (PREFERABLE) 

It is preferable for you to engage with the videos on Facebook, as you will be able to participate in the 
discussion fully. All of the videos will be posted to this group, so please click on this link and join the group - 
www.facebook.com/groups/ourfutureinhishandscourse/ 

 

IF YOU DON’T HAVE FACEBOOK  

The videos will also be posted on YouTube. You can watch them here - 
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLaBEnvxsnutPSddjv6NMlbO5_uYG-mwmq 

 

Please note that the videos will be set to public on both Facebook and YouTube, so you will be able to share 
them with your family and friends. The link with the course materials will be posted with each video, so that 
anyone picking up the course from having a video shared with them will be able to download the course 
materials and start the course from the beginning if they wish.  
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OBJECTIVE & EXPECTATIONS 
 
In our first session together we will discuss the importance of our study of the Book of Revelation. 
Afterwards read the following: 
 
1. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: 

 
To gain an UNDERSTANDING of the Book of Revelation so that one can explain the Messages of 
Revelation from the Biblical Text itself 
 

2. EXPECTATIONS: 
 

This will only become a reality if you place the study of Revelation high on the list of priorities and 
make the following commitments: 
 

a. A COMMITMENT TO WATCH each presentation. This series is carefully constructed and 
each presentation prepares the way for the presentation that follows. To miss a 
presentation leaves you unprepared for the next. 

 
The series is like a jigsaw puzzle. Each presentation is like a single piece of the overall 
picture. As the pieces are added in each presentation the contents of Revelation will 
become clearer and clearer. As more light floods in the darkness will disperse. By the end 
of the series you should have gained a working knowledge of Revelation which will 
enable you to evaluate interpretations and communicate the contents of Revelation to 
others. 
 

b. A COMMITMENT OF TIME during the week to consolidate the points made in the 
presentation. You need time to rework each presentation for yourself so that you are 
familiar with it before the next presentation. 
 

c. A COMMITMENT TO THE STUDY OF THE TEXT. The main objective is to understand and 
communicate the Messages of Revelation from the Book itself. To achieve this you need 
to be committed to the study of the text itself.  

 
You are seeking to UNDERSTAND the Bible, not MEMORIZE notes about the Bible. 
 
After a presentation, open the Bible or download the text under examination into a word 
document. The presentations and notes provided are merely a guide to the text itself. 
 
A good attitude to develop early on is to begin the examination with the thought: “Let’s 
see how the presentation measures up to Scripture itself”. One will eventually see what 
the text itself is saying. The points will come out of the text itself. 
 
It will be of benefit to you to use a pen and paper – sketch an outline of what you are 
reading so that you can see the FLOW of thought through the passage. 
 
In this way you will begin to SEE what you are reading. 
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d. A COMMITMENT TO SOAK YOURSELF IN REVELATION for the time of the presentations. 
READ the text! STUDY the text! LISTEN to the text! (Download audio files on Revelation). 
 

NOTE: in presentations we are basically using NKJV. You may have another version. 
That is fine. As this is a serious study use a good, reliable TRANSLATION and not a 
PARAPHRASE which can be used for devotional reading. 

 
e. A COMMITMENT TO SHARE or DISCUSS the content of each presentation with another. 

This will reinforce the content in your own mind and give you confidence in sharing the 
Message of Revelation with others 
 

f. A COMMITMENT TO BE OPEN TO EXAMINE ONE’S OWN PRECONCIEVED IDEAS on the 
teachings of Revelation by the text of Revelation itself. A lack of openness may result in a 
distortion of the teachings of Revelation. We want to do EXEGESIS (draw out the 
message inherent in the text) rather than EISOGESIS (reading our own thoughts into the 
text) 

 
g. A COMMITMENT TO SELF-DISCIPLE AND FOCUS IN OUR THINKING. Do not let your mind 

wander onto side issues. Stay focussed until the passage you are reading becomes clear.  
 

If you take into account the above points and are committed to your study of Revelation because you 
have made it your priority, by the end of the series we are embarking on you will not know 
everything about Revelation but you will have a framework within which you can continue to grow. 
Gone will be the fanciful ideas about Revelation. These will be replaced by the certainty of knowing 
for yourself the Word of God. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


